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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider the design of intelligent control policies for water distribution systems. The controller
presented in this paper is based upon a hybrid system that utilizes dynamic programming and rules as design
constraints, to minimize average costs over a long time horizon under constraints on operation parameters. The
method is very general and is reported here as a controller for a water distribution system. In the example presented
we obtain a 12.5 percent reduction in energy usage over the optimal level-based control design. We present the
guiding principles used in the design and the results for a simulated system that is representative of a typical water
pumping substation. The design is fully adaptable to changing operating conditions and has applicability to a wide
range of scheduling problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider the design of intelligent control policies for water distribution systems. We consider an
isolated district with one water tower and a boosting station. Our objective is to design a pump-scheduler that
controls pumps at a booster station to serve the water demand while maintaining the tank levels at acceptable
margins. Figure 1 shows a schematic for the booster station.

The pump scheduler chooses control actions to maximize average performance over a long time horizon. The
problem is complicated by two physical characteristics of the system. First, as the number of active pumps in the
system increases their efficiency goes down. For example, two pumps produce much less than the twice of the flow
of a single pump, but consume almost twice the power and a third pump adds very little to the overall flow while
tripling the power consumption. Second, the pumps produce higher flow when the tank level is low, so from an energy
efficiency point of view it makes sense to operate the pumps at low tank levels. However operating the system at low
tank levels is risky because a sudden surge in the demand might empty the tank, causing a drop in water pressure in
the distribution system. Therefore, the system should be operated at low tank levels whenever the predicted demand
is at low levels. A pump scheduler should anticipate water demand and choose control actions to maximize energy
efficiency, while keeping the risk of violating the critical level constraints to a minimum.

In this paper we model the pump-scheduling problem as a Markov decision problem. The objective is to minimize
average power consumption over a long time horizon, subject to system operation constraints. We consider the design
of an optimal controller using a modified version of the relative value iteration method for constraint minimization
of average cost. Value iteration methods date back to Bellman’s seminal work1,2 in dynamic programming. Policy
iteration methods were proposed for discrete time control problems by Howard.3 Asynchronous versions of the dy-
namic programming methods were proposed by Bertsekas.4,5 Reinforcement learning techniques such as Q-learning,6

temporal-difference learning7,8 and adaptive-critic 9 learning methods were proposed for Markov decision problems.
Werbos10 has emphasized the relation between dynamic programming and reinforcement learning techniques since
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Figure 1. Boosting station schematics

1977. A uniform treatment of reinforcement learning and dynamic programming techniques is given in the excellent
books of Sutton&Barto11 and Bertsekas&Tsitsiklis.12

In Section 2, we present the system model and formal definition of the constraint optimization problem. In Section
3 we discuss the design of the optimal dynamic control law for the scheduling problem. In Section 4 we review the
design of the level based controller. Section 5 compares the performance of the two controllers in simulation. We
conclude with points for future research.

2. MODEL

We model the pump-scheduling problem for the boosting station as a Markov decision problem. The system state
is completely described by the state vector s = (h, t), the tank level h ∈ [0,H] and the time t ∈ [0, T ]. The system
considered in this paper has a maximum level of H = 7m and operates T = 24 hours. We note that the state
space S is a cylindrical set, where (h, t = 0) and (h, t = T ) are mapped to the same state. The system dynamics is
determined by the first-order equation:

h′(t) =
f(h, a)− d(t)

A
(1)

where A denotes the cross-section area of the watertank.

The flow from the pump station is modeled by f(h, a). The action a ∈ A = {0, 1, 2, 3} gives the number of active
pumps in the system. The total-flow from the pumps is determined by the intersection of pump operating curve and
water-distribution system curve.13 Figure 2 shows the pump and system curve for various pump combinations. The
flow ultimately depends upon the number of pumps operating and the current tank level. As can be seen in Figure
2, the flow for one pump and an empty tank is greater than half the flow of three pumps and an empty tank. The
flow from the pumps decrease as the tank level increases. The non-linear nature of the flow curve is exacerbated
when the tank is nearly full.

The water demand d(t) at time t is modeled as the sum of a time-varying mean µ(t) and random white noise
component n(t). We assume the n(t) is zero mean and uniformly distributed on [−m,m]. Figure 3 depicts the mean
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Figure 2. System and pump operating curves

component of the demand and the uncertainty bound on the mean component. In general, rate of demand is greatest
during morning and early evening hours.14

d(t) = µ(t) + n(t) (2)
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Figure 3. Daily demand curve and the uncertainty bound

Power consumption through a single pump p(f) depends on the flow through the pump. The total power g(h, a)
used by the boosting station can be calculated for a tank level h and given number of active pumps a through the
equation:

g(h, a) = ap
(
f(h, a)
a

)
(3)

We define the policy π : S → A as a function which assigns an action a ∈ A for each state s ∈ S. The policy
function π and the the stochastic demand determines the trajectory of the system through the state space. The



objective is to find a policy π which minimizes the average daily energy usage, V π(h0, t0), starting from a given state
(h0, t0), subject to the constraint that the tank level does not go below a critical level h(t) > 0. The average daily
energy usage V π(h0, t0) is given by:

V π(h0, t0)) = lim
N→∞

1
N

N−1∑
i=0

E

[∫ t0+(i+1)T

t0+iT

g(h(t), π(h(t), t))dt|h(t0) = h0

]
(4)

For our model we can impose a non-probabilistic bound h(t) > 0, because our noise model assumes a distribution
with bounded range. For other applications this bound can be modified as Prob(h(t) < 0) < ε.

The value function V π(h0, t0) represents the average daily cost of operation in the long run. Consequently costs
incurred in the early stages during the transient operation will be averaged out, and only the average cost incurred
during steady state operation will prevail. Assuming the existence of a state that can be reached from each state
with probability 1 under policy π, the average cost per period T is independent of the initial state and equal to the
average cost J (π).

J (π) = V π(h, t) ∀(h, t) ∈ [0,H]× [0, T ] (5)

3. DESIGN OF OPTIMAL DYNAMIC CONTROL RULES

The pump scheduling problem is a continuous time Markov decision problem. For the computer implementation we
use the discretized version of the system dynamics:

h(ti+1) = h(ti) + (f(h(ti), a)− d(ti))∆t (6)

where ti = i∆t, i = 0, 1, . . . , T/∆t.

The optimal policy is obtained through value iteration algorithms. The regular value iteration defined as:

V k+1(h, ti) = min
a∈0,1,2,3

E
[
V k(h(ti+1), ti+1(mod T )) + g(h(ti), a)∆t

]
(7)

can be shown12 to converge to J (π) in the limit k → ∞, V k+1(h, t)/k, given the existence of a solution to the Bellman
equation:

J (π) + U(h, ti) = min
a∈0,1,2,3

E [U(h(ti+1), ti+1(mod T )) + g(h(ti), a)∆t] (8)

From any initial state in the system the long-term average cost is the same, but there exists a transient period
until the steady-state operation is achieved. The transient cost starting from a given state can be greater or less
than the average cost. This transient cost is the relative value U(h, t) function that can be used in the iteration. We
modified the classic value iteration to avoid states where there is a positive probability of reaching the h = 0 state.

The resulting optimal control rules generated during the training process are shown in Figure 4.(white=no pumps,
light gray=1 pump, medium gray=2 pumps, dark grey =3 pumps, black: states with positive probability of reaching
the critical tank level). As can be seen in Figure 4, the rules closely mimic the demand curve. The resulting dynamic
scheduler anticipates the demand and therefore the optimal control action depends upon the level of the tank as well
as the time of day. For example, the control rules force to system to charge up the tank starting at midnight to be
ready for the 6am peak.

We also implemented a Monte Carlo based asynchronous version of the dynamic programming algorithm. The
resulting controller had similar performance to the optimal controller calculated using the dynamic programming
with full backups. However the controller which results from asynchronous Monte Carlo iterations had non-smooth,
discontinuous control regions as depicted in Figure 5. The Monte Carlo based asynchronous algorithm has the
advantage of working with a simulation model of the system.



Figure 4. The optimal control law

4. DESIGN OF THE LEVEL BASED CONTROLLER

Conventional boosting stations use a level based controller, where the control action depends on the level of the
tank but not on the time of the day. The level based control policy πL : S → A operates only on the h dimension
of the state space, i.e. πL(h, t) = a(h). The level based control can be specified completely by defining thresholds
y = (y1, y2, y3) for each pump. However any minimization process in this space will have multiple minima. The
one key point is that with identical pumps any permutation of the thresholds will yield the same cost. A potential
remedy would be to restrict the solution to y1 < y2 < y3, however this additional constraint will increase the
computation time of this already complicated nonlinear constrained optimization problem. Instead we parametrize
the controller using a vector x = (x1, x2, x3) with xi ∈ [0, 1],where the vector y = (y1, y2, y3) is given by y1 = x1H,

Figure 5. Result of the asynchronous Monte Carlo iteration



Figure 6. Steady state system trajectories for the two controllers

y2 = ((1− y1)x2 + y1)H and y3 = ((1− y2)x3 + y2)H. Then the control policy is simply given by:

πL(h, t) =



3 h < y1
2 y1 < h < y2
1 y2 < h < y3
0 h > y3

(9)

This parametrization avoids the multiple minimum and the additional constraints on the parameters. We obtained
the optimal level-based controller using a simplex method searching among policies of the form in (9) that do not
violate the operating condition h(t) > 0.

5. RESULTS

We used a simulation model to evaluate the steady state performance of the optimal level based controller and the
optimal dynamic control policy. The steady state operation for each controller is given in Figure 6. The black
regions centered at 6 and 17 are the regions of the state space, where the system has nonzero probability of reaching
the critical tank level. We observe that both controllers avoid these regions. Both control policies skirt around
these regions while meeting the future demand. Each controller has safe margins so that there is zero probability of
reaching these unallowable states. This can be achieved because our noise model has bounded range. As can be seen
in Figure 6, the level based controller is unable to predict future demand therefore much larger margins are needed
between the unallowable states and the solution.

Figure 7, shows the steady state pump operation for both controllers. We observe that the energy inefficient
configuration of 3 pumps is never used with the optimal dynamic controller, the optimal level-based controller uses
the three pumps during the peak periods. We also observe that the optimal dynamic controller keeps the tank level
low to operate the pumps efficiently when the demand is at low levels. These differences result in significant savings
in energy consumption. The optimal dynamic controller provides 12.5% energy savings versus the optimal level
based controller. The steady state energy usage for both controllers is given in Figure 8. In our simulation studies
we observed that the energy savings increases as the degree of uncertainty in the demand model increases.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented the design of an intelligent control system for the optimal scheduling of water distribution
systems to minimize average cost of operation in the long run. The design method is applicable to a wide variety
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Figure 7. Boosting Station Schematics
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Figure 8. Steady state energy usage for optimal dynamic(solid) and level based(dashed) controllers.

of control problems. The results show that an optimal controller can have significant energy savings over the best-
possible level-based technique. In our research we observed that the asynchronous Monte Carlo version of the dynamic
program resulted in non-smooth discontinuous control regions. We are currently investigating function approximation
techniques such as neural networks to achieve smooth control regions with the asynchronous algorithm.
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